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ABSTRACT

Numerous regularization methods for deformable image reg-
istration aim at enforcing smooth transformations, but are dif-
ficult to tune-in a priori and lack a clear physical basis. Phys-
ically inspired strategies have emerged, offering a sound the-
oretical basis, but still necessitate complex discretization and
resolution schemes. This study introduces a regularization
strategy that does not require discretization, making it com-
patible with current registration frameworks, while retaining
the benefits of physically motivated regularization for medi-
cal image registration. The proposed method performs favor-
ably in both synthetic and real datasets, exhibiting an accu-
racy comparable to current state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms— Image registration, physically inspired
regularization, hyperelasticity

1. INTRODUCTION

Deformable image registration (DIR) of medical images has
been a subject of research for decades, given its great poten-
tial for clinical applications such as disease diagnosis [1] and
interventional guidance [2], to name a few. Despite the impor-
tant progress made in recent years, DIR methods still lack ef-
ficiency and robustness, which limits their transferability into
clinical practice. This stems from the fact that DIR is an ill-
posed problem, partly because of the characteristics of medi-
cal images (e.g. low contrast and noise), but also because the
underlying organs may deform considerably. To address this
issue, multiple regularization strategies have been proposed
[3], many of which were designed specifically to strengthen
transformation smoothness. Although this is a desirable prop-
erty, overly-smooth transformations can reduce registration
accuracy, and properly adjusting regularization strength may
become an important issue. Furthermore, it is difficult to pro-
vide a physical justification for some of these commonly used
regularization strategies [4].

In response, physically motivated regularization has been
introduced. These methods consider the organs in medi-
cal images as hyperelastic bodies, and exploit the theory of
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continuum mechanics for the design of regularization strate-
gies [4, 5]. In addition to their strong physical basis, they
also inherently strengthen desirable properties such as trans-
formation smoothness and invertibility. However, to date,
they still require complex domain discretization and reso-
lution schemes. In this work, we extend on these ideas to
propose a physically-derived regularization strategy that can
be computed locally (pointwise) and does not require any
discretization. As such, it facilitates integration with exist-
ing DIR frameworks and optimizers, while maintaining the
desirable properties of physically motivated regularization.

1.1. The ill-posed optimization problem

Let F ,M be the d-dimensional fixed and moving images,
defined in domains Ω0 and Ω, respectively. The registration
problem consists in finding a displacement field u, or equiva-
lently, a transformation φ : x ∈ Ω0 7→ x + u(x), that aligns
structures in Ω0 to homologous structures in Ω, i.e. F(x) and
M(φ(x)) are close under some similarity criterion. This is
typically formulated as an optimization problem:

φ̂ = arg min
φ

(1− β)Lsim(φ;F ,M) + β Lreg(φ) (1)

where Lsim is a metric measuring the similarity between the
images, Lreg is a regularization term and β is a normalized
weighting coefficient.

In general, DIR is ill-posed, and many similarity and reg-
ularization terms have been proposed in an effort to overcome
this problem [3]. In this work, we focus our attention on the
regularization term Lreg, which is of great importance for
high quality and physically plausible registration results.

1.2. Regularization

In medical image registration, it is important that the es-
timated transformation φ is diffeomorphic, since it is the
minimum requirement for physical plausibility. In practice,
this implies that φ is both smooth and invertible. Various
regularization strategies have been proposed to directly re-
inforce these properties. For instance, the diffusion [6],
curvature [7] and bending energy [8] regularizers were de-
signed to strengthen smoothness. However, in the context



of deforming organs, their rather topological motivation is
difficult to justify in physical terms. An alternative approach
is to consider the underlying deforming objects as elastic
bodies, and directly use their strain energy to regularize the
transformation φ, on linearly-elastic or hyperelastic settings
[4]. However, using strain energy as regularization penalizes
deformation, since only rigid body motion yields zero strain
energy. A more recent idea is to consider DIR as an elasto-
static problem, and penalize any deviation from the solution
of a hyperelastic body in equilibrium with arbitrary boundary
tractions, but without body forces [5]. This equilibrium gap
regularization principle, allows for large deformations, pro-
vided that they are compatible with the conservation of linear
momentum of the above-mentioned elastostatic problem:

∇ ·
(
∂Ψ

∂F

)
= ∇ ·P = 0, (2)

with Ψ the strain energy density function, F = ∇φ the defor-
mation gradient tensor and P the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor. As such, regularization with the equilibrium gap prin-
ciple is achieved by defining

Lreg = ‖∇ ·P‖2 . (3)

To the best of our knowledge, only Finite Element (FE) for-
mulations of this regularization approach exist to date [5, 9].
As with the FE method in general, the accuracy depends on
the quality and level of discretization, and (3) can only be en-
forced weakly. In this work, we propose a local (pointwise)
implementation of the equilibrium gap regularization in (3)
that does not require any FE discretization and can thus be
enforced strongly.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Analytically regularizing the equilibrium gap

Let Ψ be the strain energy density function of an isotropic,
homogeneous, compressible Neohookean material:

Ψ =
λ

4
(J2 − 1− 2 ln(J)) +

µ

2
(IC − 3− 2 ln(J)), (4)

with IC = tr(C) the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor C = FT F, J = det(F), and µ and λ the
so-called Lamé parameters.

From the constitutive equation (4), we first derive an ex-
pression for the stress of the material,

P =
∂Ψ

∂F
=
λ

2
(J2 − 1)F−T + µ(F− F−T ), (5)

and then take its divergence to rewrite (2) as:

∇ ·P =
λ

2

(
2JF−T∇J + (J2 − 1)∇ · F−T

)
+ µ

(
∇ · F−∇ · F−T

)
= 0. (6)

Fig. 1. Synthetic dataset generation. FE meshes in unde-
formed (a) and deformed (b) configurations for a hyperelastic
unit square with random Dirichlet boundary conditions. The
generated fixed (c) and moving (d) binary images.

It should be noted that the computation of (6) at a material
point necessitates the first- and second-order derivatives of
the displacement field u. In a FE formulation, this is possible
through the so-called shape functions of the FE spaces. Here,
we suppose that analytical expressions for such derivatives
are available, and therefore the computation of the equilib-
rium gap (3) can be performed directly. This is the case, for
instance, for deformable image registration methods based on
parametric transformations [10]. In this work, we exploit the
recently developed Implicit Neural Representations for de-
formable image registration (IDIR) for our implementation.

2.2. Images and validation data

2.2.1. Synthetic hyperelasticity dataset

This dataset consists of three 2-dimensional deformation
scenarios of a hyperelastic unit square constrained at its
boundary with randomly generated, smooth displacements.
The variational formulation of the elastostatic problem (un-
der plane strain assumptions) described by (2) and (4) was
implemented in FeniCs [11]. The displacement fields for the
Dirichlet boundary conditions were generated from the sum
of 12 randomly parameterized Gaussian radial basis func-
tions with experimentally defined parameter bounds. The
simulations were performed with a FE 40 × 40 grid mesh of
quadratic quad elements, containing a total of 1600 elements
and 14641 mesh nodes. We considered a highly compressible
material with a unit Young’s modulus and a Poisson ratio of
0.3, yielding approximately to µ = 0.577 and λ = 0.385. For
each deformation scenario, fixed and moving binary images
were generated from the solution of the elastostatic problem
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that similar 2D binary datasets
have been used in the past for validating image registration
methods, e.g. [4]. Our dataset, however, differs from these
works in two key aspects: (i) the object is considered hy-
perelastic, which entails some constraints in the resulting
deformation fields; and (ii) the ground truth displacement
is known at each mesh node, which facilitates quantitative
evaluation of registration performance.



Fig. 2. Registration accuracy on synthetic dataset for bend-
ing energy regularization (Bending) and the proposed analyt-
ical equilibrium gap regularization (Physics) with varying β,
across deformation scenarios. Mean (solid line), first quantile
(lower bound) and third quantile (upper bound) of registration
error as percentage of unit length.

2.2.2. DIRLab 4DCT dataset

The DIRLab 4DCT dataset [12] contains ten cases of lung
CT images taken at various phases of a respiratory cycle,
with varying image resolutions ranging from 256 × 256 to
512 × 512 for the in-plane resolution and 256 or 512 for the
number of slices. As in previous works, we evaluated regis-
tration performance only using the end-inhalation (fixed) and
end-exhalation (moving) images, for which a set of 300 paired
anatomical landmarks is available. In addition, we extracted
lung masks from each image using an automatic method [13]
in order to define regions of interest for transformation opti-
mization, as is common practice in the literature [14, 15].

2.3. Implementation within the IDIR framework

Recently, implicit neural representations for deformable im-
age registration (IDIR) have been proposed [15, 16]. These
learning techniques implicitly represent the transformation φ
through neural networks, using as input spatial coordinates
x, and as output the corresponding displacements u. When
combined with periodic activation functions, these networks
allow the computation of high-order spatial derivatives of the
displacement field u, therefore providing a framework for
the implementation of complex regularization schemes as the
proposed analytical equilibrium gap regularizer.

We implemented the IDIR framework in PyTorch follow-
ing [15]. Given the invariance of IDIR to image resolution,
we used the same architecture for all registration problems: 3
hidden layers of 256 sine-activated units and d-dimensional
input/output layers, accordingly. The network weights were
initialized following [17]. For each registration task, the op-
timization problem (1) was solved stochastically using the
Adam optimizer and 10000 randomly sampled points, pooled
from the whole fixed domain for the synthetic dataset, and
from the lung masks for the DIRLab 4DCT dataset.

The mean squared error and normalized cross-correlation

Fig. 3. Qualitative registration results on synthetic dataset
for bending energy regularization (solid blue) and the pro-
posed analytical equilibrium gap regularization (dashed or-
ange) with varying β, on top of the ground truth deformed
geometry (solid black).

were used as Lsim for the synthetic and DIRLab 4DCT
datasets, respectively. For the regularization Lreg , the bend-
ing energy [8] and our proposed analytical equilibrium gap
regularizer were implemented. For the latter, we chose a
unit Young’s modulus and zero Poisson’s ratio, yielding
µ = 1

2 , λ = 0. This choice reduces the registration bias for
the synthetic dataset (same hyperelastic model but different
parameters), and also avoids over-penalization of volume
changes that are expected in the DIRLab 4DCT dataset.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Synthetic hyperelasticity dataset

Considering that the functional of the optimization problem
(1) is a convex combination of the similarity Lsim and reg-
ularization Lreg terms, the regularization weight β affects
both. Therefore, we chose values spanning the unit interval
to evaluate the influence of the regularization weight in regis-
tration accuracy, namely β ∈ {0.0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9}.
In Fig. 2, the distribution of percent error across all defor-
mation scenarios is presented; and, to further illustrate such
influence, Fig. 3 depicts the result of forward-warping a uni-
form grid with the estimated transformations for one of the
three deformation scenarios.

3.2. DIRLab 4DCT dataset

We evaluated registration accuracy in the DIRLab dataset us-
ing snap-to-voxel target registration errors (TRE) for the 300
landmarks available per case, for both bending energy and our
proposed analytical equilibrium gap regularization strategies.
The results of this quantitative evaluation are presented in Ta-
ble 1, along with those for the current state-of-the-art method



Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution of TRE with bending energy
regularization (Bending) and the proposed analytical equi-
librium gap regularization (Physics) with varying β for the
DIRLab 4DCT dataset.

in the DIRLab dataset [18] for comparison. The regulariza-
tion weight for this evaluation was set to β = 0.001, which
was found to provide optimal results across cases.

Table 1. Mean (standard deviation) snap-to-voxel TRE (mm)
with bending energy (Bending) and the proposed analytical
equilibrium gap (Physics) regularizers, along with the state-
of-the-art method for the 4DCT DIRLab dataset.

Scan Bending Physics isoPTV [18]
4DCT 01 0.77 (0.90) 0.79 (0.93) 0.76 (0.90)
4DCT 02 0.69 (0.88) 0.78 (0.91) 0.76 (0.89)
4DCT 03 0.91 (1.03) 0.90 (1.05) 0.90 (1.05)
4DCT 04 1.35 (1.22) 1.33 (1.27) 1.24 (1.29)
4DCT 05 1.27 (1.49) 1.22 (1.50) 1.12 (1.44)
4DCT 06 1.12 (1.06) 1.13 (1.05) 0.85 (0.89)
4DCT 07 1.10 (0.98) 1.05 (0.98) 0.80 (1.28)
4DCT 08 1.29 (1.36) 1.24 (1.28) 1.34 (1.93)
4DCT 09 1.17 (0.99) 1.17 (1.03) 0.92 (0.94)
4DCT 10 1.13 (1.05) 1.12 (1.06) 0.82 (0.89)
Average 1.19 1.18 0.95

The effect of regularization weight β was also evaluated
for the DIRLab dataset, but in terms of cumulative TRE, as in
previous works [14, 15]. These results are depicted in Fig. 4.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The proposed analytical equilibrium gap regularization strat-
egy resulted in comparable or even improved registration ac-
curacy than bending energy regularization, for our experi-
ments with synthetic and DIRLab 4DCT datasets. Both regu-
larization strategies performed well in the evaluated datasets,
but the proposed regularization was more robust to changes

in regularization weight β. This is clearly illustrated in Figs.
2 and 4, where the registration accuracy was still acceptable
with the proposed regularization strategy even for very high
values of regularization weight (β ∈ {0.5, 0.9}), while be-
ing comparable with the state-of-the art in the DIRLab 4DCT
dataset for an optimal weight (β = 0.001, see Table 1). In
practice, it is impossible to choose a priori a value for β yield-
ing optimal accuracy, and therefore, the lesser its influence
in registration accuracy, the better. We want to emphasize
that the bending energy regularization, as well as other non-
physically motivated regularization strategies, may, by con-
struction, over-regularize the transformation φ in a large de-
formation setting. This can be seen in Fig. 3, where a de-
crease in deformation with increasing β is observed for bend-
ing energy regularization, effect that is significantly lower
for our proposed physically motivated regularization. In fact,
with high regularization weight, the estimated transformation
approaches an affine transformation, which is not penalized
by this type of regularization.

There are, however, some limitations that should be ad-
dressed in future work. A first limitation concerns our cur-
rent implementation, which depends on the IDIR framework.
Although we tried to limit the impact of the network hyper-
parameters by reutilizing those proposed in a previous study
[15], these may affect registration accuracy and a sensibil-
ity study is therefore welcomed. We recall, however, that the
IDIR framework was used herein only as a proxy for studying
the performance of our proposed regularization strategy, and
other registration approaches could be used, provided that the
first and second derivatives of the displacement field are avail-
able. For instance, we plan an implementation in the para-
metric image registration framework Elastix in the future. A
second limitation is the comparison to bending energy regu-
larization only. Nonetheless, as mentioned above, other non-
physically inspired regularization strategies will most likely
fail in large deformation settings (with high regularization
weight) as they inherently penalize deformation. A more in-
formative comparison would be to the equilibrated warping
approach [5, 9], since it uses the same mechanical quantity for
regularization as in this work. The difference is that we pro-
pose a local (pointwise) form in (6) optimized stochastically,
as opposed to a variational form weakly optimized globally in
[5]. Although we do not require any discretization, it is un-
clear whether both strategies would yield the same solution,
with the same efficiency and precision. We plan to investigate
these considerations in future work.

Finally, extensions to the proposed regularization strat-
egy are possible. For instance, other hyperelastic constitu-
tive laws such as the Money-Rivlin or Yeoh models may be
implemented similarly. Also, the tissue parameters in (6)
can be tuned in for specific applications, to enforce quasi-
incompressibility, for example. We are confident that phys-
ically motivated regularization can lead to more meaningful
registration methods for the solution of a variety of problems.



5. COMPLIANCE WITH ETHICAL STANDARDS

This research study uses human data from the 10-years old
DIRLab 4DCT dataset made available in open access [12].
The dataset contains retrospective data acquired with the ap-
proval of the local review board (RCR 03-0800).
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